Structural characterization and statistical properties of two-dimensional granular systems.
A recently developed method is used for the analysis of structures of planar disordered granular assemblies. Within this method, the assemblies are partitioned into volume elements associated either with grains or with more basic elements called quadrons. Our first aim is to compare the relative usefulness of description by quadrons or by grains for entropic characterization. The second aim is to use the method to gain better understanding of the different roles of friction and grain shape and size distributions in determining the disordered structure. Our third aim is to quantify the statistics of basic volumes used for the entropic analysis. We report the following results. (1) Quadrons are more useful than grains as basic ''quasiparticles'' for the entropic formalism. (2) Both grain and quadron volume distributions show nontrivial peaks and shoulders. These can be understood only in the context of the quadrons in terms of particular conditional distributions. (3) Increasing friction increases the mean cell size, as expected, but does not affect the conditional distributions, which is explained on a fundamental level. We conclude that grain size and shape distributions determine the conditional distributions, while their relative weights are dominated by friction and by the pack formation process. This separates sharply the different roles that friction and grain shape distributions play. (4) The analysis of the quadron volumes shows that Gamma distributions, which are accepted to describe foamlike structures well, are too simplistic for general granular systems. (5) A range of quantitative results is obtained for the ''density of states'' of quadron and grain volumes and calculations of expectation values of structural properties are demonstrated. The structural characteristics of granular systems are compared with numerically generated foamlike Dirichlet-Voronoi constructions.